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Abstract (eng) 

This paper looks into the pricing of Warhammer 40 000 miniature, manufactured by the company 
Games Workshop. On some internet forums there has been a discussion on whether the prices rise 
without giving anything in return, and whether the company cares about the players or the 
hobbyists. To help answer this question the correlation coefficiant between the price of the 
miniatures in both Pound and the in game Points and between Swedish Krona and in game Points 
was calculated. If a correlation exist between the two that would mean one gets a relatively similar 
points return per Pound, Swedish Krona or other currency spent. This was done on 139 different 
samples of miniatures/units. The results indicates that there is indeed a strong correlation between 
the two. This could mean that either the price is dependent on the points or vice versa. Higher price 
leads to higher points though, meaning that the customer get a similar amount of points relative to 
what they spend in money. This means, from a game perspective you get relatively the same back 
from you investment. To answer whether one gets something back in return for a higher price, the 
answer would be a higher amount of points.    

Keywords: Games Workshop, Warhammer 40 000, Pricing, Miniature game, Board game

Abstract (swe)
Syftet med denna uppsats är att undersöka priserna för miniatyrerna tillverkade av företaget Games 
Workshop för spelet Warhammer 40 000. På flertal internetforum kopplat till Warhammer har det 
diskuterats kring deras priser och huruvida de bryr sig om spelarna eller de som håller på med det 
endast som hobby. Frågan är också om priserna höjs utan att ge något i gengäld. För att hjälpa till 
att svara på just den frågan kommer korrelationskoefficienten uträknas mellan priserna i Svenska 
kronor, priserna i Engelska Pund och Poängen i spelet. Om korrelationen är stark betyder det att alla
konsumenter får relativ lika många poäng per krona eller pund spenderad. Korrelationskoefficienten
uträknades på 139 olika insamlade enheter. Resultaten visade på att det fanns en stark korrelation 
mellan poäng och kostnad i valuta. Dyrare miniatyrer gav mer poäng och billigare miniatyrer leder 
till färre poäng. Dock har denna uppsats inte svarat på om det är priserna som styr poängen eller 
vice versa, även om antydan finns att det skulle vara det första. Oavsett betyder detta att, från en 
spelares perspektiv, får man alltid lika mycket tillbaka i poäng i relation till spenderad valuta. 

Keywords(swe): Games Workshop, Warhammer 40 000, Prissättning, Miniatyrspel, Brädspel 
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1. Introduction

Games Workshop is a British game company manufacturing miniatures for the board/miniature 
games such as Warhammer 40 000, Age of Sigmar, Shadespire and many more. 

This paper explores the pricing of the miniature used by the miniature games manufacturing 
company Games Workshop. It explores whether there is a correlation between their pricing inside 
the game and their actual price in currency. There has been a discussion whether Games Workshop 
creates their pricing for their hobbyists or for the players. It has been discussed on internet forums 
like Escapist, Bell of Lost Souls and so on. One of the argument is that Games Workshop does not 
care about the players, because they only make up “20%”(R. Beddard, 2015) of the customers.  
This paper aims to help in that discussion. A strong correlation between price and in-game cost in 
points, could imply that the customer get the same return for the invested money, this would mean 
the pricing is more relevant for the players rather than the hobbyists. While no correlation at all 
could point to the opposite. 

The research question is whether the price and the points cost have a correlation, if one is dependent
on the other. This is done by calculating the correlation coefficient between points (Pts), Swedish 
Krona (SEK) and Pound (£). The subject of the research is the miniature game Warhammer 40 000, 
created by the game company Games Workshop. The correlation calculated is between the 
minimum points cost for a unit, and their respective price. This is done with 139 different samples 
of different miniatures from different so called teams or factions. After collecting the units they are 
put in to a table, the information in this table is first the name of the unit, then that units minimum 
points cost, then their price in Pound, then Swedish Krona, and lastly the amount of miniatures in 
that specific unit. The correlation coefficient is then calculated between the points and the price, 
both Pound and Swedish Krona. If the correlation coefficient has a value closer to one or negative 
one than it is to zero there is a strong correlation. The closer it is to zero the weaker it is.

The results implies that there is a strong correlation between the price and the points cost.  
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2. Background 

2.1 Miniature games of Games Workshop

Games workshop is a company and the creators of games such as the miniature game Warhammer 
40 000 and Age of Sigmar among others and also the manufacturers of the miniatures for the games.
A miniature game is similar to a board game, played on a board with miniatures, dice and rulers.  
They produce miniatures for hobby purposes as well as game purposes. However there have been 
some discussion about pricing on internet forum sites such as Bell of lost souls, The Escapist and 
more. The discussion I am looking at revolves around whether Games Workshop cares about the 
players or not, and if they increase their prices without giving something in return. 

There are generally two groups in this franchise. The players, people who play the game, and the 
hobbyists who mainly focus on building and painting the miniatures. The players can sometimes in 
the internet forums also be referred to as gamers. There is a divide between which word should be 
used. The miniature are packaged in parts the same way a model air plane would, the customer then 
assembles the miniature with these pieces (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Unassembled parts of a miniaute model 
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Warhammer 40 000 and Age of Sigmar are games where the player uses an army to battle against 
another army controlled by an adversary. It has its origin in the older war training simulators. 
In this game the players put up two armies or more against each other in either a science fiction 
theme, Warhammer 40 000, or in a fantasy theme, Age of sigmar. 

The player decide the size of one’s army in points and go up against an army of equal amount of 
points. A unit is worth X points. For example a 5 man squad of Space marines cost 90 points 
without anything special added to them, upgrades, different equipment and so on. A unit is a 
specified amount of miniatures together in a group, though it is just a portion of one’s army. the 
army is the entirety, each and every single miniature. Each unit belongs to different categories. 
These categories are HQ, Troops, Elite, Fast attack, Heavy support, Lord of War. HQ is made up of 
units called Characters. Characters are single miniature units, often more expensive both in points 
and in price. Characters can exist in other categories too though, for example Elite. Lord of War 
usually consists of large and much more expensive miniatures. For example the Lord of Skulls has a 
price tag of 95£ and is 6 inches tall and 7 inches long, whilst a regular sized space marine is about 
1,4 inches. See assembled miniature (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Assembled and painted miniature. 

In these games, the player can upgrade some units with better weapons or other equipment for more
points. Points is shortened with pts. There are different kinds of armies, that the community have 
made categories for. There are Elite-Armies armies with low amount of miniatures but high cost, 
both in points and in price. There are Horde-Armies that have high miniature amount but are instead
cheap. Examples of Horde-Armies would be Orks and Tyranids. An examples of an Elite-Army 
would be Custodes. 
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The compendium containing the points for these miniatures are called Codex for Warhammer 40 
000. Every different faction or team has a separate compendium. For example there is one codex 
containing rules and points cost for Space marine, that is one faction, then there is another for 
Tyranids, alien looking monsters, another faction. Some armies do not yet have a Codex and instead
uses something called an Index, the index serves the same purpose, a compendium of all the rules 
and points of an army. Theses books are placeholders until they get their Codex with more expanded
rules.

When one creates an army an army list is needed. This is a list of every miniature in that particular 
army, its point cost and also its upgrades or equipment and their respective cost too. The general 
tournament standard usually is around 2000 points. Depending on faction this can include anything 
from 25 miniatures to 100 or more miniatures. 

There is this dilemma whether Games Workshop base their pricing on their miniatures from a hobby
perspective or on the game from a game points perspective. 

On forums the community largely considered itself to be split into two different groups. The first 
group are the players, the people who play the game Warhammer 40 000, and buy the miniatures for
that purpose only, and the other group consists of the hobbyists, the people who only care about the 
hobby side of Warhammer 40 000, painting building and displaying these miniatures, not entirely 
unlike art. The miniatures comes in packages, these packages can contain different amount of 
miniatures, some packages contains ten smaller miniatures other contains one larger. Some units 
share the same package, and therefore the same price, though they may not have the same points 
cost. There are some packages called Start Collecting boxes, where they get a few different 
packages all belonging to the same team in one and the same box. All the Start collecting boxes 
have the same price, 50 £ (or 600 in SEK). The total value of the packages in this box are usually 
worth much more though. Some of them contains a package that is worth the same itself. 
Oftentimes around Christmas they release bigger boxes with different names, following the same 
principle of giving more miniatures for the customers money if they buy that specific box.  

Games Workshop has been around for decades and so have their miniatures and their games. The 
games however needs to be updated from time to time, when this is needed they release a new so 
called Edition. The game Warhammer 40 000 has been around since 1980’s, but have been 
reworked and changed since then. The current Edition is the 8th Edition released in the summer of 
2017. 
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2.2 Pricing Issues

According to Tim White and Bernard Cova there exist some hostility, doubts or mistrust towards the
company Games Workshop. 
“Some members harbour serious doubts about Games Workshop's role, accusing it of making 
exorbitant profits from players. This criticism is embodied in many players' joke that Games 
Workshop's acronym GW actually stands for 'Great Weasel'. This theme is particularly prevalent 
online. For example, the following comment was seen on a forum: 'It costs a few cents to make a 
plastic sprue. It really does. GW makes exorbitant amounts of money selling stuff to stores, who in 
turn have a standard 40% markup, and then they sell it to you and I the consumer' (Dashofpepper).” 
(T.White, B. Cova, 2010)

The argument is that the manufacturing price is but a small fraction of the price they later sell it for. 
The argument about cheap manufacturing price was later enforced, as others made fake miniatures 
much cheaper. Games Workshops counter argument was that “the counterfeit figurines or decors for 
their mediocre quality and use of dangerous materials.” (T.White, B. Cova, 2010)

The purpose of the paper is to shed some light on this by examining the pricing used by Games 
Workshop.  
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2.3 Perceived value

Perceived value is very much what it sounds like, it is the value of an exchange between a customer 
and a service or company.
“The logical and basic rule, which applies to each individual in the role of a customer is that his 
basic motive of an exchange is satisfied by a product’s reasonable or expected value.” (B. Snoj, A. 
Pisnik Korda, D. Mumel 2006) When the perceived value is higher it leads to a higher customer 
satisfaction which in theory leads to more customer loyalty and retention, which in turn leads to 
more success. The perceived value is based on a trade-off between what can be gained and what 
sacrifices or cost a product require. Snoj, Pisnik Korda and Mumel, break the defining factors into 
these factors. 

• value for a consumer is related to his expertise or knowledge, of buying and using of a 
product;

• value for a consumer is related to the perception of a consumer and cannot be objectively 
defined by an organization;

• the customer perceived value is a multidimensional concept; 
• and it presents a trade-off between benefits and sacrifices perceived by customers in a 

supplier’s offering.
The “perceived benefit” is the relation between a products attributes or uses and its “particular buy 
and use situation” (B. Snoj, A. Pisnik Korda, D. Mumel 2006) The “Perceived sacrifices” are the 
cost of the product, money or otherwise. To put this in relation to this paper, the cost from a players 
perspective is the amount of money it costs, the sacrifice the costumer has to make, and the benefit 
is getting a unit with rules and points, of course how good a unit is and also therefore how 
expensive in points it is, is a huge factor here. From a Hobbyists perspective the sacrifice or cost is 
once again the actual price of the unit, or miniature/miniatures. The Benefit is a miniature that one 
can build, customize and paint. In this case the points is not relevant though the size of the 
miniature, the amount of miniatures, and of course the quality of the miniature incredibly relevant.
According to Sweeney there are two different categories that retailers target their service or product 
towards, the first category being value, and the other being time-pressure. What the value of a 
product is though is entirely up to the customer and the product. It may differ a lot from customer to
customer and product to product. In this case a Warhammer 40 000 customer either values the 
quality of the miniature, the amount of them, possibly the size or the value how good it is from a 
game perspective. Points is a very strong indicator of how good a unit is. 
The perceived value can derive from more than just function though. In the paper Consumer 
perceived value, J.C. Sweeney and G.N. Soutar say "For example, the purchase of an attractive 
carpet is likely to increase the chance of favourable emotional as well as a favourable functional 
response." pointing to the emotional value of a product to. 
Customer loyalty refers to a customer who repeatedly buys from a company or purchase a product 
on a regular basis, according to R. Kurniawa, Sucherly, and Surachman. Important issues when it 
comes to customer loyalty is, brand image, Customer complaint handling, these can strengthen both
value and loyalty. When it comes to customer complaint handling important factors are speed and 
the fairness or justice in the handling of the complaint. These can influence satisfaction and 
satisfaction builds loyalty. When it comes to brand image the relationship and interaction built 
between retailer and customer can increase value for customer and help build the companies image. 
“Kotler and Keller (2009: 161) argues that: "Image is the set of beliefs, ideas, and impressions that a
person hold of an object"“(R. Kurniawa, Sucherly, and Surachman)
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2.4 The Game

Warhammer 40 000 is a game were two or more players pit their armies against each other. 
Each army has a set amount of points, the points is the ceiling of how much miniatures and 
upgrades and so on one may have. For example, an army can be up to 2000 points. If a Chaos 
Space Marine unit of 10 miniatures cost 130 points, that would allow 15 units of 10 Chaos Space 
Marine and for the cost of 1950 points to be exact. This means that the points is the limit or rather 
the deciding factor of the scale of an army. The points has no effect on the hobby part of 
Warhammer 40 000 though, only the game. This can not be stressed enough, it only affects the 
game. 

In Warhammer 40 000 play five to seven so called Battle rounds, provided no one gives up before 
reaching the last Battle round. The game is turn based, meaning one player does their actions then 
the other does theirs, in turn and order instead of real time where everything happens 
simultaneously. Each player turn consist of multiple Phases or steps. The steps are as following in 
order Movement Phase, Psychic Phase, Shooting Phase, Charge Phase, Fight Phase and Morale 
Phase. In the Movement Phase the current player can move their models if they so choose. In the 
Psychic Phase the current player can use Psychic powers if they have units that can do so, and want 
to do it. In the Shooting Phase the current player can choose to shoot with their units, provided that 
the units have weapons to shoot with. In the Charge Phase the current player can choose to move 
their miniatures up to the adversaries miniatures, if they do so those particular miniatures, both the 
charging miniatures and the charged miniatures, can fight in the Fight Phase. In the Fight Phase 
both players can fight with their miniatures starting with the ones that charged. Then the players 
choose one unit of miniatures in turn and order to fight with starting with the player who's turn it is. 
Lastly the Morale Phase, in this phase both players have to see if their units break or not. If a unit 
lost miniatures during the entire Turn, they have to roll a dice to see how many miniatures, if any, 
runs away. All these six steps is one players entire Turn. One Battle round is when both players 
have had their Turn. 

Warhammer 40 000 has more then one way to play though. The objective may change from game to
game. In Warhammer 40 000 there are different so called Missions that one can play. These 
Missions are different ways to win a game. It can be anything from which player can kill the most 
amount of points to holding different key positions on the board. In Competitive play there are 12 
different Missions. Six of these Missions revolves around something called Objective cards, while 
the other six revolves around pre-made ways to win. The Objective cards state what a player is 
supposed to do to earn Victory Points, the points that determine which player is the winner. The one 
with most Victory Points is the winner. For example an Objective card can state that a player needs 
to kill an entire unit in the Shooting Phase to earn one point or kill three or more units to earn D3 
points. D3 means a 3 sided dice, but normally one uses a D6 or six sided die to determine the D3. A 
D3 is half the value of what was rolled with a D6 rounded up. 
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2.4 The different kinds of armies

In the game Warhammer 40 000 there are different kinds of armies. They are mechanically 
different, visually different and thematically different. The communities have come to call two of 
them Horde armies and Elite Armies. These are the two polar opposites, Horde armies have a focus 
on having lots of models for a low amount of points, one example of this is the Orks Faction. An 
Elite army focuses on qualitative Units, having more expensive but also better miniatures and units. 
One example of the Elite army type is the Adeptus Custodes an army with lower amount of 
miniatures but much higher points cost, and with much better rules. MEQ is another community 
dubbed concept. It stands for Marine Equivalent which means something that has similar stats, rules
or power to a so called Space Marine, they are the middle ground between Elite armies and Horde 
armies. 
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3. Method

3.1 Data collection

The goal is to verify whether there is a correlation between the price of Games Workshops 
miniatures and their respective cost in points. The paper only looks at Warhammer 40 000 because 
the different games have different point systems, 1 point in Warhammer 40 000 is not equal to 1 
point in Age of Sigmar. It is also only focused on the latest edition, 8th edition, of Warhammer 40 
000 released in 2017. 

This is done by first comparing 139 unit’s base cost in the game to their price in Pound and Swedish
Krona, hereby referred to with £ and SEK. Next step is listing the sampled units, their base cost in 
points then their price in currency and then lastly price per point relation. The 139 samples are all 
the units that has a purchasable miniature from 7 different factions or Codices. Orks do not have a 
Codex at the time this thesis was written and will therefore use Index. These codices have different 
kinds of factions, including Elite armies, Horde armies and MEQ. The Orks as the Horde army 
sample, Adeptus Custodes and Harlequins as Elite army samples and Chaos Space Marines as 
MEQ samples. 
One line pulled from the data as example looks like the following:  

Table 1. One example line drafted from the data.

Name Points £ SEK Amount of miniatures

Mortarion 470 85 1020 1

Considering that Games workshop and their product is world wide confirming that the pricing is 
consistent could be important. Therefore the pricing is also be compared to Sweden's SEK too. If 
the relation only exist in one currency that could be considered coincidence. Exchange rate for 1 
Pound to Swedish Kronor is approximately at the date 27/03-2018 11,6SEK or 12SEK rounded up, 
according to Google finance.  

The price for each collected unit, was found on Games Workshops official website. (Games-
workshop.com). The amount of models in one package was the amount used for points too. For 
example, one package of Space Marines contains ten miniatures of Space Marines and therefore the
points cost was calculated for a unit of ten Space Marines. The points cost for these were found in 
their each units respective codex. For Chaos Space Marines the Chaos Space Marines codex was 
used, and as earlier mentioned the minimum amount of upgrades, and equipment was chosen, the 
cheapest possible amount of points. 
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3.2 Data analysis

When all the data is collected the correlation coefficient of points and currency is calculated using 
the following mathematical formula.

Figure 3. The equation for calculating the correlation coefficient.

In this X represent points, Y represent the currency. This equation is the one used to determine the 
correlation between two values. The Correlation Coefficient is a number between -1 to +1, where 0 
is no correlation, +1 is a strong correlation, and -1 is a strong negative correlation. 

“0 < |r| < 0.20: the correlation is non-important; 
0.20 < |r| < 0.50: the correlation is weak; 
0.50 < |r| < 0.70: the correlation is strong; 
|r| > 0.70: the correlation is very strong.” 
(M. Kozak, 2009)

For the data analysis Microsoft Excel was used to list the models, their price and their points cost. 
The correlation coefficient was then calculated using the Excel function to calculate correlation. 
A scatter diagram is also used to see a tendency. If the different dots on the diagram form a line it is 
a sign of a correlation or a tendency. A line can be formed in two different ways, either a positive 
line or a negative line, implying a positive or negative correlation. If the dots however are scattered 
all over the diagram instead of lining up, that is a sign of no correlation. 

         Figure 4. Scatterplot diagram showing a tendency. 
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Figure 5. Scatterplot diagram showing no to little correlation, or tendency.  
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3.3 The chosen factions

The seven chosen factions were Death Guard, Adeptus Custodes, Chaos Space Marines, Adeptus 
Mechanicus, Harlequins, Necrons and Orks. These factions were all chosen for different reasons. 
Adeptus Custodes and Harlequins were chosen to fill in the slot for Elite factions. Adeptus custodes
were chosen as the standard Elite choice with not to much options and points cost in their 
equipment, while Harlequins were chosen for their high customizability and upgrade options. 
Death Guard and Chaos Space Marines were chosen to fill in the role of MEQ. Chaos Space 
Marines were chosen because they are more streamlined, or standard and Death Guard were chosen
as the more specialised version of a MEQ. Orks were chosen as the Horde example. Lastly Adeptus 
Mechanicus and Necrons were chosen as the last category. (a category I can not find the name for) 
They were chosen as the category that is slightly worse than MEQ in quality, but also a bit cheaper, 
meaning there is more quantity. Units that fall under this category are, Eldar, Tau, Necrons, Adeptus
Mechanicus, and Chaos Daemons. These are not as good as MEQ and not as cheap, and do not have
the numbers of a Horde army. It should also be mentioned that the Harlequins are chosen from the 
index in this case and not the codex that was released near the end of the process of writing this 
paper.
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4. Results

The following tables are the results of calculating the correlation between the minimum points cost 
of multiple units from the game Warhammer 40 000 and their respective prices. They are first 
divided up into factions, or teams as they could be called, then all units from all factions and their 
respective price have been calculated, first in £ then in SEK. Lastly the correlation between the 
amount of miniatures and their price have been calculated. 

Table 2. Correlation Between Pound and Points. 

Faction Correlation Coefficient

Death Guard 0,941813

Adeptus Custodes 0,622688

Chaos Space Marines 0,889224

Adeptus Mechanicus 0,711464

Harlequins −0,09743

Necrons 0,848385

Orks 0,868444

All Units Collected 0,857133801

Table 3. Correlation Between SEK and Points.

Faction Correlation Coefficient

Death Guard 0,941813

Adeptus Custodes 0,622688

Chaos Space Marines 0,888366

Adeptus Mechanicus 0,710884

Harlequins −0,0856

Necrons 0,850213

Orks 0,872002

All Units Collected 0,8583502862 
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Table 4. Miniatures to £ correlation. 
 

Correlation Coefficient

All Units Collected −0,09354

Table 5. Miniatures to SEK correlation. 

Correlation Coefficient

All Units Collected −0,09708
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Figure 6. Scatterplot Diagram of all units price and points cost.

This figure is of all the collected units, their points cost and their price in £. The Y axis is £ and the 
X axis is Points. 

In figure 5 the units above 75 £ is the Lord of War units. Those are the large miniatures that are 
expensive both in points and price. The units bellow 50 £ are a combination of smaller singular 
units and even further smaller units sold in groups. Each dot on the scatter diagram represents a 
unit. If the dots line up, that is a sign of a correlation, if they are scattered it is a sign that there is no 
correlation. The 2 units at 65£ are the Orks Gorkanaut and Morkanaut two larger more expensive 
single models, though they are not Lord of War units. 
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5. Analysis

Considering that >0.7 is a very strong correlation, and that four out of six of the teams tested were 
above 0,7, and additionally one out six was between 0,5 and 0,7 an also strong correlation it would 
seem that there is a correlation between the price in money and the cost in points. When the 
units/miniatures were counted together without being separated into their respective teams the 
correlation was once more above 0,7. This would indicate that there is a strong correlation between 
the two. 

The amount of miniatures compared to the prices however had a value between 0 and 0,2 a “non-
important” correlation. 

The correlation is relatively consistent between the two different currencies too. 2 out of 6 Factions 
have the exact same correlation. The remaining only differed by a few decimals. 2 of them down to 
the 3rd decimal and the last 2 to the 2nd decimal. 

The two factions/teams having the least correlation are interesting to look at. The first is the 
Adeptus Custodes. A new faction with a smaller range of miniatures and with more expensive units 
both in points and in money. The correlation is still a ”strong correlation” since it’s between 0,5 and 
0,7. The other interesting faction/team is the Harlequins faction/team where the correlation value is 
−0,09743 a negative and” non-important” correlation. Meaning it’s insignificant, there is most 
likely no correlation. What they have in common though is that they both fall under Elite armies. 
Orks however had a “very strong correlation”, even though they fall on the opposite side of the 
spectra as a Horde army and the result could be expected to be different because of that.Orks and 
Harlequins were both chosen from the Index books and not the codex. Though both Harlequins and
Orks codex was released or announced as this paper was being written and or revised. This could 
have affected the outcome, but only one of them stood out. Orks had as earlier mentioned a strong 
correlation, as many of the codices had. While Harlequin were the only one to stand out with their 
“non-important” correlation.

This does not show whether the price is dependent on points or vice versa, just that there is and 
indication that there is a strong correlation between the two. 

Furthermore the dots or different units in the scatter diagram line up, an indication of a correlation. 
If more units would have been to the upper left or down right, spreading them all over the diagram 
that would be an indication of the opposite. 
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6. Discussion

Considering the correlation between all the collected units cost in points and their respective prices 
being 0,8, a value that is considered “very strong” (M. Kozak, 2009) would indicate the possibility 
of the pricing being in some form connected to the points cost. The argument could be made, that 
this means everyone gets relatively the same return for their investment. The correlation between 
the points system, a system designed for the game and the players, would imply that the pricing is 
more relevant to them than it is to the hobbyists. However further studies would have to be made to 
prove this. 

One of the problems here is that quality of a miniature is something that can not simply be 
measured, and saying one miniature is equal to another is foolish, and this could not be 
compensated for in this specific paper. quality, material, size all those matter for the hobbyist. Not 
to mention the work of every designer creating the miniature and the cost of that, there are 
obviously more than just the price of the raw material and production. 

Other than that there are some irregularities. Large single miniature, for example the Lord of War 
choices and the Start Collecting boxes, where one gets a package/bundle deal. These obviously 
breaks the pattern, together with the Christmas boxes. This also goes hand in hand with what Snoj, 
Pisnik Korda, and Mumel said in their paper, The relationships among perceived quality, perceived 
risk and perceived product value. “Delivering superior value to customers is considered one of the 
most popular concepts among business managers and academia (Ulaga and Chacour, 2001).” ( B. 
Snoj, A. Pisnik Korda, D. Mumel 2006) It makes sense from a business perspective to have limited 
offer with much more “value”, and alternative boxes accessible all year with more value than 
normal, but less than the limited version.

It’s worth mentioning that Games Workshop constantly update their game with releases of 
something called Errata and or FAQ. These can change how rules work, how they are interpreted, 
and/or the points cost of units, some of the point costs in the collected data might have been 
changed or might change in the future. 

As earlier mentioned there were two factions standing out more than the others. Custodes and 
Harlequins. Custodes with a value around 0,6 and Harlequins with a value of around -0,09. 

Custodes have one of the smaller ranges of miniature and belong to a type of army called Elite 
armies. These have fewer miniature and are often-times much more expensive, both these things 
can have an effect on the result. 

Harlequins too have a very small range of miniature, this can have an impact on the result without a
doubt. They also have more characters, single small miniature sometimes cheaper in money and 
mostly more expensive in points. three out of seven of the miniature in the Harlequins miniature 
range is made up of characters. That is almost half the range. 
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The other thing that should be considered about Harlequins is the fact that they are highly 
customizable. They have different load-outs, both close combat weapons and pistols, these upgrades
can easily double the points for a unit. 

This paper does not solve whether the price is based on the points or the other way around as earlier
mentioned. It could be the price that dictates the points. But it could just as well be the other way 
around. However, the discussion on whether Games Workshop increase their price without giving 
anything more is in part answered by this paper. If there is a correlation between price and point that
means a higher price would give the customer more points. However as earlier mentioned this is 
only relevant for the players. 

They get more expensive units, more expensive units usually means better units. However this does 
not necessarily mean that one gets more amount or bigger miniatures. But as earlier mentioned the 
quality may differ, though quality is hard to measure. 

The strong correlation between the points and the price seems more important if one also considers 
that the amount of miniature had a non-important correlation and also considering what Bernard 
Cova mentioned about materials and the manufacturing costs not being the reason for the price of 
the miniature. However one can not ignore the time and cost of the creator of these miniature. There
is an entire team of miniature designers, and Miniature Conceptualizers who work together to create
these miniatures. Their work, time and effort, along with the size of the miniature are absolutely 
relevant factors too. It is also worth noting that some of the sampled units have the same 
package/miniatures as other units. Therefore having the same price but different points cost. 

What an army need is dependant on what kind of army it is. A Horde army needs more more bodies 
for cheaper points, and an Elite army wants an expensive units, lots of points for a few miniatures 
with great stats. For example 10 Chaos Space Marines, though they are not elite, gets 10 miniatures 
for 130 points and 23,5£, a unit of 11 miniatures, Ork Boys with nob, has a price of 18£ and get it 
for 66 points. In this case you pay approximately 0,18...£ per point for the Chaos Space Marine, 
while the Ork boyz have a cost of 0,27...£ per point. Harlequins and Adeptus Custodes are both elite
armies and they were the samples with the lowest correlation. However it should be noted that 
Adeptus Custodes still have a “strong correlation”, though it is not a “very strong correlation”. 
Which could imply that Elite armies have a different and/or lower correlation coefficient. Orks are 
the polar opposite of Adeptus Custodes and Harlequins as earlier mention as they are what one calls
a Horde army and therefore might have had a different result, one could assume. But as the results 
show they too have a strong correlation. This might seem strange though considering as earlier 
mentioned Twice the amount of points doesn’t equal twice the amount of money. The 130 contra 66 
points, with the price being 18£ contra 23,5£, and still getting the same amount of models. 
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Meaning an army of just Orks boyz would be much more expensive than an army of just Chaos 
Space Marines, and in a Horde army you want lots of miniatures, making it more expensive than a 
MEQ army. If you look at the scatter plot diagram or Fig 6, you can see the guideline, the units 
falling under the line gives the customer more points for their money, and the ones above cost a bit 
more for their points. It would seem that no matter whether the army is MEQ, Horde or Elite there 
still exists a strong correlation between the points and price, though this does not mean that an army
of Orks would have the same price as and army of Adeptus Custodes. Especially considering the 
meta of the two and were the units fall in contrast to the line. With Harlequins being the odd one 
out, possibly because of the way the army works. They have very few units to begin with, and every
unit can be improved, upgraded and have different load-outs which all affects the points cost 
radically.

In some regard the question becomes the same as “what came first, the hen or the egg?”, regarding 
what came first, the price or the points. Though it is most likely that the points cost is dependent on 
the price rather than the opposite. Points is something Games Workshop has full control over.  
Though as earlier mentioned by Cova the manufacturing cost does not seem to be the issue of the 
pricing either, which could imply that they also have complete control over pricing too. Even after 
considering the cost of the design team.

Looking on the correlation from a “perceived value” perspective, the correlation is once more, more
important for a player than a hobbyist. Considering they have the exact same “perceived sacrifice” 
because they pay the same amount of money for a unit. However if the points of the unit has a 
correlation the customer will get the same relative benefit to the sacrifice. In contrast if the hobbyist
buys one unit of ten miniatures for a specific price, then buys another unit of ten miniatures, with 
the same quality but with a higher price with the only difference being the points, the hobbyist will 
not get the same “perceived benefit” as the player would. Though going with that logic it would 
make even more sense to go to the counterfeit, and cheaper, models. Especially since the only 
counterargument laid forth by Games Workshop was that their miniatures quality was unrivalled, 
something that has no effect on the game. Though tying this back to the value packages, giving a 
really good deal from time to time can help build brand loyalty which in theory results in the 
customers sticking with Games Workshop. As earlier mentioned value can derive from more things 
than just function specifically. There is also the emotional value. If a customer likes the 
IP(intellectual property) and prefer their original design it would not be far fetched to say that has 
its emotional value. Meaning the quality of the miniature and maybe more importantly the design 
can be valuable for the player too. Though this would need more research. It is likely though that it 
is a one way street in this case. Because the hobbyist, a person with no interest in the game most 
likely will not have an emotional response to the miniatures worth in points the same way a player 
could be affected emotionally by the design and visual aspects of a miniature. 
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As earlier mentioned not going to a counterfeit manufacturing company instead of the original 
might have to do with customer loyalty, and as was earlier established there are lots of ways to 
create it. One of the more recent things games workshop has done is creating their community site a
site specifically meant to handle and interact with the community or rather the customers. This 
strengthens the satisfaction level with a customer and builds loyalty. This site also handles the 
customer complaints on sites such as Facebook and answers questions, and this too enhances both 
value and in turn loyalty. 
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7. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is to look into the correlation between the price of miniatures produced by
the company Games Workshop and their cost in points, in the game Warhammer 40 000. This was 
done by listing 139 different units, their minimum points cost, their price and the amount of 
miniature. When the data was collected, the correlation coefficient was calculated in excel using 
formula.  

The results of all units points cost and price were 0,803 in £ and 0,806 in SEK.  This means that the 
results indicate that there is a strong correlation between the cost in points and in price. This in turn 
implies that there exists a possible connection between the two values, and this would be more 
relevant for the players rather than the hobbyists. 
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Appendix 

The tables show the following. First the name of the different unit, then the points cost for that 
specific unit, followed by their price in pound then in Swedish Krona, and lastly the amount of 
miniatures. 
These tables are put in different groups, these groups are categorized the units respective faction in 
the games. 

Name Points £ SEK Amount of miniatures

Death Guards

Mortarion 470 85 1020 1

Plagueburst 
Crawler 150 40 480 1

Foetid Bloat-
Drone 111 30 360 1

Typhus 175 25 300 1

Blightlord 
Terminators 190 35 420 5

Foul 
Blightspawn 77 15 180 1

Deathshroud 150 35 420 3

Myphitic 
Blight-Hauler 142 15 180 1

Plague 
Marines 133 30 360 7

Tallyman 60 15 180 1

Biolugus 
Putrifier 74 15 180 1
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Adeptus Custodes:

Tajan Valoris 250 22,5 270 1

Allarus 
Custodes 252 30 360 3

Vertus Praetor 270 35 420 3

Custodian 
Wardens 355 35 420 5

Custodian 
Guard Squad 260 35 420 5

Contemptor 
Dreadnought 199 35 420 1

Venerable 
Land Raider 400 45 540 1
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Chaos Space Marines 

Chaos Biker 75 21 260 3

Chaos Cultist 40 12 140 10

Chaos Land 
Raider 356 46 550 1

Chaos Lord 74 12,3 150 1

Chaos Lord 
Terminator 109 15 180 1

Chaos 
Predator 130 35 420 1

Chaos Rhino 70 23,5 270 1

Chaos Space 
Marines 130 23,5 280 10

Chaos Spawn 66 25 300 2

Chaos 
Terminators 190 28 350 5

Chaos 
Vindicator 125 35 420 1

Daemon 
Prince 156 25 300 1

Daemon 
Prince with 
wings 180 25 300 1

Dark Apostle 76 11 140 1

Defiler 189 41 500 1

Exalted 
Champion 70 12 140 1

Fallen 70 20 240 5

Forgefiend 177 41 500 1

Havocs 65 25,5 310 5

Helbrute 99 33 400 1

Heldrake 180 45 540 1

Khorne 
Berzerkers 192 23 280 12

Khorne Lord 
of Skulls 638 95 1140 1

Maulerfiend 172 41 500 1

Mutilators 126 31,5 400 3

Obliterators 195 31,5 400 3

Possessed 110 20,5 250 5

Raptors 85 21 250 5

Rubric 207 30 360 5
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Marines

Sorcerer 98 11 140 1

Warptalons 135 21 250 5

Warpsmith 76 18 220 1

Adeptus Mechanicus

Tech Priest 
Dominus 125 22 260 1

Tech Priest 
Engingeseer 47 18 220 1

Tech Priest 
Engingeseer 47 7 90 1

Kataphron 
Breachers 120 35 420 3

Kataphron 
Destroyers 189 35 420 3

Rangers 70 23,5 280 10

Vanguards 80 23,5 280 10

Corpuscarii 
Electro Priests 70 25 300 5

Fulgrite 
Electro-Priests 80 25 300 5

Sicarian 
Infiltrators 110 28 340 5

Sicarian 
Ruststalkers 100 28 340 5

Ironstrider 
Ballistarii 75 29,5 350 1

Sydonian 
Dragoons 68 29,5 350 1

Kastellan 
Robots + 
Datasmith 286 42 500 3

Onager 
Dunecrawler 115 40 480 1
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Harlequins

Shadowseer 134 16 200 1

Troupe 96 24 280 6

Death Jester 60 16 200 1

Solitaire 110 16 200 1

Skyweavers 90 24 280 2

Voidweaver 102 25 300 1

Starweaver 99 25 300 1
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Necrons 

Anrakyr the 
Traveller 167 11 140 1

Catacomb 
Command 
Barge 168 22,5 270 1

Cryptek 80 9,5 120 1

Illuminor 
Szeras 143 15 180 1

Imotekh the 
Stormlord 200 11 140 1

Lord 83 9,5 120 1

Nemesor 
Zahndrekh 180 11 140 1

Orikan the 
Diviner 115 11 140 1

Overlord 94 17 200 1

Trazyn the 
Infinite 100 11 140 1

Vargard 
Obyron 140 9,5 120 1

Immortals 85 20,5 250 5

Necron 
Warriors 144 22 270 12

C'tan Shard of 
the Deceiver 225 22,5 290 1

C'tan Shard of 
the 
Nightbringer 210 22,5 290 1

Deathmarks 95 20,5 250 5

Flayed Ones 85 25,5 310 5

Lycheguard 150 20,5 250 5

Triarch 
Praetorians 160 20,5 250 5

Triarch Stalker 171 30 360 1

Canoptek 
Wraiths 165 28,5 340 3

Destroyers 150 30 430 3

Tomb Blades 96 24 280 3

Annihilation 
Barge 153 22,5 270 1

Canoptek 
Spyder 65 20 240 1
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Doomsday 
Ark 193 31 380 1

Monolith 381 41 500 1

Doom Scythe 205 27,5 340 1

Night Scythe 160 27,5 340 1

Ghost Ark 160 31 380 1

Obelisk 426 95 1140 1

Tesseract Vault 496 95 1140 1

Orks

Big Mek 

Shokk Attack 

Gun

80 22,5 270 1

Boss Snikrot 69 15 190 1

Boss Zagstruk 88 15 190 1

Ghazghkull 

Thraka
215 23,5 300 1

Kaptin 

Badrukk
84 15 190 1

Warboss 66 12,3 160 1

Weirdboy 62 15 190 1

Boys with Nob 66 18 220 11

Gretchin + 

Runtherd
56 10 125 11

Burna Boyz 70 15,5 200 5

Kommandos 45 25,5 310 5

Mad Dok 

Grotsnik
74 11 140 1

Meganobz 126 38 460 3

Nob with 

Waaagh! 

Banner

79 15 190 1

Nobz 85 15,5 200 5

Painboy 53 15,5 200 1

Tankbustas 85 25,5 310 5

Mek 53 13 160 1

Deff Kopta 79 20,5 250 1

Stormboyz 40 15,5 200 5

Warbikers 81 24 310 3

Warbuggies 47 18,5 250 1
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Wartrakk 47 16,5 200 1

Battlewagon 161 41 500 1

Deff Dread 131 31 380 1

Flash Gitz 135 32 380 5

Gorkanaut 356 65 780 1

Killa Kans 171 28 340 3

Lootas 85 15,5 200 5

Morkanaut 320 65 780 1

Blitza-bommer 134 40 480 1

Burna 

-bommer
132 40 480 1

Dakkajet 128 40 480 1

Wazboom 

Blastajet
143 40 480 1

Trukk 80 22,5 270 1
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